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sored with GWUs Space Policy
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If the IC released
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CRTF, composed of representatives
from offices within the IC, recom
mended the release of

imagery

from

the CORONA, ARGON, and LAN
YARD satellite systems. These
satellites, also known as KEYHOLE
(KH) 1, 2, 3, 4, 4A, 4B, 5, and 6,
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Spurred by Congressional interest
and an interagency Environmental
Task Force, the CRTF advocated the
full release of the imagery, over
whelmingly from the CORONA
system,

to a

public repository.

The CRTFs recommendations
raised a number of questions within
the IC during the first months of
1994. For example, how should the
United States acknowledge the fact
that it took

photographs of coun
friendly and hostile, for

tries, both
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nity members expressed concern that
satellites took photographs of the
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ogy, both of the cameras and the
satellites themselves, would also be
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...the release of this
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By mid-April, the ad hoc committee
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ing out the portions of the
documents that required continued
classification. I also had to line out
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text

and the redacted
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declassification of the material and
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publication

in time for the Cen
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with the manuscript until
the end of February. By the time the
ad hoc group finished its work, more
than a month had passed. Conse
quently, the draft of CORONA:
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DCI Studeman
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and methods.

editors and designers at CPAS to
complete their work on the manu
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point,
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High-Level Reviewing
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that

to

Centers

the ad hoc committee
age
members to ensure that nothing had

some

safeguarding

need

Acting

also battled for the declassification of
the book at the highest levels of
CIAs structure. Following the
advice of the Agencys Office of Gen
eral Counsel, the entire book (both

considering that there were
350 pages of documents. After

work

a

step forward in the
efforts at openness, while

significant
Production and

had

con

Latell demonstrated that the
release of this material would mark
trast,

and the Directorate of Intelli

CORONA declassification effort.

experts, persuaded senior Agency offi
cials that the release of this material
would neither damage national secu
rity nor set a bad precedent for

future declassification issues. In

Historical Review

Collection Requirements and
Evaluation Staff also supported the

of several declassification

tance

As the

package made its way through
Agency, concerns about the

place. CSI distributed 600 cop
ies of CORONA: America ~ First

P&PG

quickly

resolved. The film, A

Point in Time, made its public debut
on the morning of the first day of

for future FOIA requests once again
nagged CSI. Almost at the 11th

the conference and met with rave
reviews. The new DCI, John
Deutch, opened the conference and
expressed his strong support for

hour, Latell, with the timely

openness and CSIs

the

declassification and the ramifications

assis

undertakings.
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More than 500

people attended the
sessions, including numerous media
and feedback from

representatives,

the audience demonstrated the wide
interest in the overall

spread

satellite

topic of

The NROs

intelligence.

col

laborative efforts with the National
Club also achieved

Space

crowning
Headquarters
and the National Air and Space
Museum on 24 May.
success

both

at

CIA

Need for Persistence

While the CORONA conference is
now

way

US

history

and the

imagery

is

its

on

the National Archives and the

to

the battle for

Geological Survey,

full declassification is

not

The American

learned

public

finished.

about satellite reconnaissance
and 24

during

more

23

on

1995 than it had known

May
previous

the

35 years. Arti

cles, books, and television
documentaries

ing

this

incorporat

are now

information about

new

CORONA, while the IC looks
declassification of related
such

as

U-2

at

the

topics,

imagery.

Albert D. Wheelon, the first

DDS&T, perhaps expressed it best
the CSI conference.

Talking

the trials and tribulations
enced

by

the CORONA

Wheelon noted that the

of CORONA is

to

be

at

about

experi
pioneers,
main lesson

persistent.

The declassification of CORONA
has also been

a

lesson in

persistence.

It took 35 years and the end of the
Cold War to bring about

CORONAs
Thanks

to

release

to

the

public.

persistence throughout

the IC, CORONA resulted in one of
the largest declassification projects in
American

history.
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